Monaco Yacht Show 2017 - Tankoa and Exclusiva Design give life to Progetto Bolide

In addition to the world premier of the 50 meter 1551 Vertige on display at QED5, the Italian shipyard has also presented many other novelties: from the birth of the PROGETTO BOLIDE...

Exclusiva Design is one of the most important italian design studios, with vast experience both in design and in the realization of private and public architectural projects.

The company has completed projects including the main offices for Gazprom in Saint Petersburg, airport passenger terminals, offices and public buildings, and residential projects on private islands in Duba, villa and apartments all across the Middle and Far East, Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Siberia, Paris, the Cote d’Azur, London and in the Alps.

Exclusiva Design, with their vast experience in complex and challenging projects for demanding and confidential clients, is especially interested in the superyacht world, architect and designer Fabio Mazzeo together with manager Tito Tabacco, founding members of the Studio, have carefully studied the sector to identify the flagship that is projected to its quality and building construction philosophy.

This is why they have chosen Tankoa Yachts as their partner for the PROGETTO BOLIDE, a 72 meter superyacht, radical both in design and in its interpretation of luxury, interiors and exterior are represent something absolutely innovative on the international scene and are the direct result of Exclusiva's experience and know-how.
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